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From the President
John Flint

Membership renewals
The membership renewals are proceeding quite well
with over half of the membership renewing so far.
It does leave around 250 still to renew so I would
encourage all members to renew as soon as they
can, no need to wait for a reminder as this will be
less work for our membership team.
In case you have misplaced the SBW account
details:
BSB:062217
Account No: 00803428
Account name: Sydney Bushwalkers
Reference: Input your surname and first initial
Great South Coast Walk
I was contacted by David Briese of Canberra
Bushwalkers. He is developing a proposal for a new
long-distance walk from Sydney to Mallacoota. It
is tentatively called the Great South Coast Walk
and he has set up a website which explains the
concept, shows maps and describes the walk in
more detail. The link is http://greatsouthcoastwalk.
net The prospect of a new walk may be of interest to
members and David mentions in his correspondence,
“the views and knowledge of fellow walkers would
be invaluable in developing this track” He has set up
a forum page on the website, which allows people
to make comments and suggestions so I am sure
he would welcome input from SBW members. This
reminded me of Maureen and David Carter who were
members of SBW and did this walk with groups of
SBW members, and then, when this was not enough
proceeded all the way to Melbourne. I got in touch
with Maureen to pass on David Briese’s contact
details and she also passed on her website http://
users.tpg.com.au/dccarter/mmm which contains
some more great information about the route.
Marie Byles Book Review
Most months I find various distractions to dilly dally
around getting out the Presidents newsletter item.
This month is no exception. I have been reading a
book; The Summit of Her Ambition: The Spirited
Life of Marie Byles. Many club members would have
heard of one of our most esteemed past members,
for those that haven’t, Marie was a very influential

member right from the early days and significant in
Australian history as a Bushwalker, Conservationist,
the first female Solicitor, Author, Buddhist and a few
other achievements to boot!
At next month’s social night meeting we are
lucky to have author Anne McLeod joining us
for a presentation and insight into Marie’s life. I
would encourage members to drop by to Kirribilli
Neighbourhood centre Wednesday15th June. For
those that can’t make it an internet search on the
title will enable you to get a copy. I am not going
to be able to do the book justice here, but I was
absorbed by learning about Marie’s life. Marie was
a real pioneer, having fought to become the first
woman solicitor in NSW. She joined SBW in 1929
a little over a year after our formation. SBW suited
Marie as the club was set up specifically to enable
men and women to get together as equals in
the bush. The predominant club at the time, the
Mountain Trails Club did not allow women members.
Marie wasted no time in going off to New Zealand to
climb Mt Cook and there after many pioneering walks
with the SBW tigers. She went on to tour around the
world on many mountaineering expeditions. She
became a mentor to Dot Butler another illustrious
SBW member and was also a good friend of Paddy
Pallin. Paddy apparently modelled his light weight
pack on a European model Marie had brought back
and Paddy & Marie set up the Bush Club to cater for
war time immigrants with restrictions on overnight
stays.
Other notable highlights are being instrumental in
the conservation movement and in particular in the
formation or Bouddi National Park north of Sydney
and she worked tirelessly for the Federation of
Bushwalking clubs as an honorary solicitor. There
are so many other aspects of her life that are in
the book it is hard to know what to cull from this
short review. I am not normally a biography fan but
I really found this to be a fascinating read. The book
is a very high quality production with some great
photographs. I know that Anne got together with
Alex Colley for much of the SBW and Conservation
movement material for the book so some of the
photos might be from his collection as well as Marie’s
collection in the Mitchel Library. That is a question
I will be sure to ask Anne at the next Social night.

New members
The committee approved the following new members at the May meeting:
Bruce Worthington
Jo Daly
Claire Bradford
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Conservation News

David Bell - Conservation secretary
Draft Wild Horse Management
Kosciuszko National Park

Plan

–

NSW NPWS has released a draft Plan for public
comment. The draft Plan can be downloaded at
http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/
protectsnowies/knp-wild-horse-plan-draft-160271.
pdf
It reviews and updates an existing Plan prepared
back in 2008. The draft Plan has three objectives:
To reduce the impacts of wild horses on the natural
and cultural heritage values of Kosciuszko National
Park by reducing the overall population of wild
horses using a range of control measures.
To reduce and mitigate the risk of adverse wild horse
interactions or incidents with park visitors and the
public more generally.
To involve the community in the ongoing
management of wild horses in Kosciuszko National
Park through active participation in research,
monitoring and control programs where possible.
NPWS proposes to reduce the wild horse population
from 6000 to less than 3000 horses in five to
10 years; and to reduce the population to 600
(400–800) horses within 20 years though NPWS
acknowledges this target could be achieved more
rapidly.
A range of control measures including lethal
measures are proposed. However, aerial shooting
as a control measure has been ruled out.
Bushwalking NSW, the peak body for bushwalkers
in NSW and the ACT, has a policy for “removal of all

feral horses from all the State’s natural areas”.
The draft plan is on exhibition until 8 July 2016
and it is proposed to lodge a submission (either by
SBW or as part of a Bushwalking NSW submission).
Member comments on the draft Plan are welcome
and should be forwarded to conservation@sbw.org.
au by the end of June.
Biodiversity Legislation Review
The NSW Government has released a new draft
Biodiversity Conservation Bill, a Local Land Services
Amendment Bill, and information about proposed
land clearing codes. The new legislation is intended
to replace the Native Vegetation Act, Threatened
Species Conservation Act, the Nature Conservation
Trust Act and parts of the National Parks & Wildlife
Act.
The package of legislation is on public exhibition till
28 June 2016.
Many members will have concerns about the
implications of the new legislation for biodiversity
conservation in NSW and various environment NGOs
have already released comments on the package
– go to http://www.edonsw.org.au/biodiversity_
legislation_review or
http://www.nature.org.au/
news/2016/05/baird-s-plan-to-gut-conservationlaws-spells-disaster-for-nature-across-the-state/ or
http://www.tec.org.au/na-latest-news.html
Members are encouraged to become better informed
about what is proposed and the legislative package
itself can be found at https://www.landmanagement.
nsw.gov.au/

Brumbies on the Rams Head Range inthe Snowy
Mountains.
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SBW Magazine Project – Update
Richard Pattison and John Kennett

The SBW Magazine project is 37% complete. 56
magazines were completed in March and another
29 in April, taking the total tally to 287 completed
magazines, with another 43 editions showing
progress (5%).

does not appear again in the magazine, as I am
sure he would have been a reliable source of many
quotable quotes.

An article in March’s newsletter illustrated the “GG/
JK effect” on progress which is reinforced in the
chart below, showing the volume of magazines
completed by each member. So far, 23 members
have completed at least 1 historical magazine,
with 8 of those into double figures. If you can to
contribute to the cause, please read more here:
http://sbw.ozultimate.com/wiki/.

Sharing an old fashioned train compartment with a
solitary stranger on route to Blackheath one Friday
night, The Admiral, Snow Brown and three other
SBWs hatch a conspiracy to infiltrate a Catholic
Bushwalkers trip to Jenolan Caves. The CBs had
recently gained permission to do some independent
caving there. The plan revolved around the
SBWs convincing the CBs they were pals with a
prominent CB club identity named Jim Weston.
Unfortunately for the SBWs, the stranger
sharing their compartment happened to be Jim
Weston.

May 1956

June 1957
The Major General of Bimlow, also known as
the Water Board Waller, devoted to protecting
the new Sydney water catchment area, refuses
to allow John Manning’s group on a “hundred
miler” to proceed up the Cox Valley. After
pretending to retreat, John’s group outfoxes
the Major General by slipping past his outpost
in a thick fog in the wee small hours.
June 1958

More Blast from the past
John Kennett has unearthed these annecdots when
contributing to the magazine project.
April 1952
Neil Schafer becomes a member. Neil remained a
member of SBW until ten years ago. He told me
recently that, aged 19, he came perilously close to
drowning in the Kowmung. He survived to do another
70 years bushwalking. He still leads walks with Bush
Club though this may say more about Bush Club
than it does about Neil. (Am I being mean?)
January 1953
The report from the monthly meeting included the
following statement : “George Spicer thought it a
good thing that day walks were on the way out they were only ‘hikes’ - fit only perhaps for new
members and women.” Disappointingly, George
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Mick Elfick and party set a blistering pace for
a “hundred miler” from Nattai to Katoomba.
When spotted at a distance by Water Board
employees, at first the SBWs try to act
nonchalant. However, loud shouts of “hey
you”, slamming car doors and the sound of
a Landrover starting up, send Mick’s group
into a headlong gallop into thick bush that
the Landrover and the not-so-fit Water Board men
cannot penetrate.
July 1958
Last month we mentioned the arrival of the
Puttmobile, used to ferry SBW walkers to their
adventures. More research (Dot Butler’s “The
Barefoot Bush Walker” p119) reveals Colin Putt
constructed the vehicle from Chrysler and Dodge
parts with a converted marine engine. It seated 14
people uncomfortably in the style of a troop carrier.
How he got it through registration is a mystery!
August 1958
Jim Brown, prolific contributor to the magazine,
outwits the Major General of Bimlow by hiding
his car and sneaking past the Water Board road
block at 4.20am. The Major General subsequently
disappears from the magazine as rising waters
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behind Warragamba Dam drown this access route
from Nattai.
Nicknames
In the 50s and 60s, members were regularly
referred to by a nickname eg Putto, The Admiral,
Snow, Digby, The Old Male, Redtail (still with us!),
The Famous Higgins, Dun Khan and the Dalai
Lama. The latter nickname, in particular, intrigued
me. What possible background did he have - was
he a practicing Buddist, or a forerunner of modern
multicultural Australia? No, the Dalai Lama turned
out to be just a bloke from Camden named Bob
Duncan. To complicate matters, he was also known
as Dun Khan.
Food
In the 50s and 60s, meat seemed to be the
mainstay of the multi-day hiker’s diet. Lots of it!
Chops, sausages, legs of lamb, legs of mutton, were
commonplace. Crumpets and loaves of bread also
get a mention, plus heaps of tinned food. Burn,
Bash and Bury was the ritual for disposing tins - a
practice now lost in the mists of time.
People frequently banded together to share food
duties. Such food parties could come undone. One
man was left with only porridge for a three day walk.
He had agreed to bring breakfast. His two partners,
who pulled out at the last minute, were to bring
lunch and dinner.
March 1960
The reporter on a confused, rambling multi-day
trip in the Kowmung noted : “The fact that each

member relied on another to carry a map is proof
of the party’s maturity and the lack of compass
showed each man’s faith in his own sense of
direction.”
January 1965
Young David Rostron signs up with the club.
Somehow he avoids being given a nickname.
August 1969
The long vacant position of Lady Committee Member
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(what?) is filled.
September 1969
The new Lady Committee Member resigns.
October 1969
Waiting for a train home, Pat Harrison boils his billy
on the Mudgee Stationmaster’s fire at the end of a
walk. NSW Railways, unfortunately, don’t offer their
customers open fires anymore. These days we have
to go looking for a coffee shop.
December 1969
Pat Harrison devotes three and a half pages of his
seven page report on a trip near Newnes to poetry
and rhymes unrelated to the trip. There was so
much poetry, ballads and rhymes in the Magazine in
the 50s, 60s and 70s, the question could be asked:
Was SBW a club of walkers who liked a bit of poetry,
or was it a club of poets who liked a bit of walking?
December 1969
There was a car swap on a Wolgan - Capertee trip;
walkers started at both ends and swapped keys midway. Late on Friday night, Ray Hookway handed his
car to a driver who took it to Capertee. He drove
the other guy’s car to the Wolgan end. Ray set off at
11pm for the intended camp site but remembered
after 45 minutes that he had forgotten to lock the
car. He returned, locked the car, resumed his walk,
got lost before finally arriving in camp at 2am. Two
days later when Ray reaches Capertee, he finds his
own car unlocked.
November 1982
Snow Brown died in October of an illness. He seems
to have been only about 50 years old. Geof Wagg
gave the eulogy representing SBW at the funeral.
Geof finished by reciting a number of verses from
a Rupert Brooke poem. The exact same verses
were printed in the March 1960 magazine for Mick
Peryman who had died in a car accident. Mick and
Snow had done the Three Peaks together and jointly
led some very rugged Tasmanian trips. Was it just
a coincidence that the same lines in the same poem
were used as tributes to both?
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SBW Mid-Week Walking Activities
Bill Holland

There is an informal gathering of people in SBW who
find the time to enjoy walking, cycling, kayaking
during the quiet times of the week. You are welcome
to join us at any time and if you would like to be
added to our Midweek Activities mailing list please
let me know by contacting Bill Holland 4296 3084 or
by email to billholland@bigpond.com.

Cabins at Newnes:

(20th - 24th June)

It was a very relaxing few days at Cutlers Cottage on
Myall Lakes in April. Seven attended and they were:
Kate and Barrie Murdoch, Fran and Bill Holland, Phil
Hayes, Rick Angel and Don Andrews (camping).
Cutlers Cottage was very comfortable although
limited to six people.
It is set in attractive
surroundings adjacent to the lake with a private
jetty. The weather was fine with a little rain here
and there. We enjoyed return walks to the River
Mouth (8 km) on Tuesday and from Mungo Brush to
Myall River (6 km) on Thursday as well as shorter
walks and of course kayaking in the lake.

We have stayed in these cabins a couple of times
before and enjoyed the walks and spectacular
mountain scenery. Our host, Thomas assists in
making our stay very comfortable. Interesting
optional walks each day including a visit to the old
township ruins, Pipeline Pass and the Glow Worm
Tunnel. Or perhaps you just want to relax and enjoy
the views.
Please let me know if you are interested and I will
finalise the booking.
“Illoura” at Phegans Bay Woy Woy:
22nd July)

There has been a good response for Newnes in
June and the large cabin and two others have been
reserved for our use. Here is the current planning
for coming months:
• Cabins in Newnes 20th – 24th June
• The waterside house Illoura at Woy Woy 18th –
22nd July
• Days in Illawara 8th - 12th August
• Arrawarra headland near Woolgoolga 8th – 12th
August
• Erowal Bay in October
• Dunns Swamp in November
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(18th –

Perfectly situated on Phegan’s Bay this four bedroom
bungalow is set on a large waterfront block. It
has four large bedrooms with plenty of sleeping
arrangements and two modern bathrooms, an
outside deck and a private wharf to Phegans Bay.
Well situated for kayaking and bushwalking!
Although the house can sleep ten I will limit bookings
to eight people. The likely cost is about $150 for the
four nights. However there is a separate flat as well
and if numbers suit we can incur the extra cost.
I need to confirm numbers so please contact me
ASAP if you would like a few days in a waterfront
cottage with us.
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Wednesday Evening Stair Climbing
Paul Barton

Have you ever been on an SBW bush walk and
wondered how some members of the party
seem to glide effortlessly past you while climbing
hills? Besides getting experience from years of
bushwalking, there is another way to improve your
ascent fitness and that is stair climbing. I know this
works, as I used regular weekly stair climbing last
Autumn and Winter to supplement my training for
the annual Kanangra To Katoomba Walk.
What does stair climbing involve? Stair climbing is
a form of interval training. 8 different sets of stairs
are climbed with 2 to 4 repetitions at each. The
number of repetitions completed and the intensity
at which they are climbed is an individual choice.
Most people walk the stairs, some proceed two
stairs at a time, others jog and a few masochists
run or bound up. But most do a combination of each
of these depending on how they are feeling on the

night. After spending 4 or 5 minutes at each set of
stairs the group walk together to the next set. It’s an
opportunity to catch your breath, drink water, have
a chat and admire the Sydney night time scenery
around The Rocks and Barangaroo. All in all it’s a
good way to work of any stress after a day at work.
There is a new meeting point. Meet at 6:30pm
outside Starbucks Coffee on the corner of York and
Margaret Streets, Wynard. I lead stair climbing every
Wednesday throughout Autumn and Winter. All you
have to do is text me on Wednesday afternoon so I
know to wait for you at the meeting point. See the
Regular Activities in the walks program (usually on
page 4 or 5) for my number.
So come along and give it a try. It may improve
your general fitness and bush walking.

Social Program
Wed 15 June - Marie Byles Biography Book Launch. As ‘an heretic among the orthodox’ Marie
Byles was at the forefront of social change in Australia. In 1924 she qualified as the first female solicitor
of NSW. Told she could only work as a law clerk, she eventually established a successful practice with
13 female paralegals. She fought for equal rights with feminist activist Jessie Street and helped change
discriminatory laws. An early member of the Sydney Bush Walkers and contemporary of Myles Dunphy,
Marie served as legal advisor to the Federation of Bushwalking Clubs and worked to save vast tracts
of land for national parks. In 1928 she travelled the world by cargo boat to gain experience as a
mountaineer and climbed Mt Cook. In 1938 she led an international expedition to Yunnan Province
overland from Burma by mule train. When injury curtailed her outdoor activities she returned to Burma
to learn mindfulness meditation. The books she wrote on Buddha’s life and teachings influenced a
generation of seekers in the 1960s. The talk will be illustrated with Marie’s own photographs taken on
her travels around the world.
“The Summit of Her Ambition: the spirited life of Marie Byles” is the first biography of this remarkable
woman. In it, Anne McLeod relates Marie’s adventurous life and her passion for causes that remain
relevant today: women’s equal rights, environmental protection, and the spiritual journey. Anne has
a background in the film industry, has a degree in Adult Education and writes magazine articles on
environmental themes.
Wed 20 July - SBW Midwinter Feast. Drinks provided, bring a plate. More details closer to the time.
Wed 17 August - West McDonnell Ranges - Henry Gold & David Rostron. This spectacular range
extends for about 200km from Alice Springs. There are many impressive peaks and canyons and it is a
photographer’s delight. Henry made 6 trips from early 70s and with Frank Rigby produced a book on the
range with many great photos. David has led 7 trips since 1984. They have explored from Mt Sonder
in the west to Simpsons Gap in the east. This presentation will have you rushing off to the McDonnells.
If you have any ideas for social events, contact Tracey Avolio and Jan Spencer: social@sbw.org.au
All meetings are held at the Kirribilli Neighbourhood Centre, Fitzroy St Kirribilli and start at 7.35 pm.
The KNC is within easy walking distance of Milson’s Point station.
Social Evenings are preceded by a pre meeting dinner at the Mad Italian, a cheap and cheerful Italian
restaurant just around the corner at 5A Broughton St, where club members congregate from 6.30pm on.
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The “SBW Toughest Leader” of 2015 is… Yuri
Bolotin!
Richard Pattison

It must be noted… this is not an official award
endorsed by the committee. The Activities
Secretaries will be publishing sensible and official
2015 statistics soon, but I’d like to continue with
some quirky silly stats.
Yuri has increased his difficulty rating and 4th
position from 2014,
posting an impressive
6.3/10
difficulty
rating, up from 5.8.
Yuri
specialises
in
off-track
exploration
of the Wollemi and
Gardens
of
Stone,
promoting awareness
of conservation needs.
Congratulations Yuri!
The chart has the
familiar
Difficulty/
Participation
tradeoff trend. The easier
the walk, the more
members on the trip – a combination of lower

demand, but also leaders needing a smaller group
size to maintain progress and keep observance on
all participants.
Roger had the largest group size average with 16
members attending each trip.
Robert took the most number of members out, in
total 333 members participated in Robert’s 2015
trips, with Robert meeting 166 unique members.
Where are they now?
Alan Carpenter & Andrew Vilder were joint toughest
leaders in 2014 with a 7.2 rating. Alan has continued
to lead in 2015 with a 6.7 rating, but only leading 3
walks and not eligible for the 2015 award. Andrew
has been active in 2015 with 13 walks, but did not
lead any walks.
Note – the analysis only includes leaders with 4
or more 2015 activities. Based on walk reports
submitted up to 26 Jan 2016.

Help needed
Remember to please give leaders plenty of notice if you need to pull out of a walk, so that other
members can have the opportunity to take your place.
We continually need to expand our pool of leaders, so if you haven’t put on a walk before, think
about what you might put on the Spring Program. Maybe you have a favourite walk near Sydney that you are familiar with? Just one walk is all we are looking for.
2016 May SBW Magazine
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The rise and rise of SBW at SSS
Richard Pattison

Another Sydney Summer Series drew to a close on
31 March, and yet again, a number of SBW members
placed in the top 10 of their age/sex categories.
Rachel Grindlay achieved her highest career placing
to-date, with bronze in Masters Women. Rachel
actually led the table at Christmas time, but as
the old Pommy soccer saying goes… “you don’t

win the league by being top at Christmas”. Rachel
was focusing on international frisbee duties in the
new year but still managed to maintain her podium
finish.
Laurent Billot has experienced an extraordinary rise
in performance since his debut in the 2011/2 season,
finishing in 26th place. Laurent has worked hard on
his navigation and route planning and
his scoring is showing dividends. Proof of
Laurent’s high performance came late in
the season at North Parramatta, Laurent
shocked the orienteering community
with a bold yet deserved maiden victory,
overcoming a knock to the head from a
flying branch, and took the line honours
at dusk. I feel Laurent’s 6th place will be
improved upon next season.
The 2016/7 season promises much for
SBW again with top-flyers Smiffy and
Toni back in action to bolster the squad.
The season starts on Wed 5 Oct 2016.
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SBW Seasonality
Richard Pattison

A recent study has shown that SBW members love
to go walking in February, but not in January, while
the toughest SBW members come out to play in
August when the temperature’s just right for “going
big” in the mountains.

•

The participation trend is very similar to the
walks on offer trend, in fact a 90% correlation.

•

It makes sense, leaders put on walks when
they want to walk, which is the same when
members want to walk. Maybe there is also a
factor of choice here? The more walks on offer,
the greater the chance that members will find a
choice that suits their favour.

•

In April-May, participation per walk drops slightly
where the gap widens between the blue line
and grey bars. i.e. leaders have slightly more
preference for walking than members.

•

January has the greatest participation per walk,
demand is certainly lower in January, however,
we probably just need an extra walk or two from
leaders to satisfy demand.

The chart below shows the seasonal trend of SBW
activities and participation:
Walks on-offer:
•

SBW leaders are most active earlier in the year
(Feb-May). New Years’ resolutions?

•

The walks on-offer spike again in December, this
is fact, but maybe a little misleading as 40% of
December walks are part of “Christmas in the
Snowies”, arguably one single extended trip? In
which case December averages six walks per
week, similar to January.

•

Excluding the Christmas/New Year period, the
activities programme has a fairly consistent offer
throughout the year, with 6-9 walks per week.

Participation:
•

Note – this is walk participation, not unique
members i.e. if a person goes on three walks,
they’re counted three times. Anyway, the unique
member trend is basically the same.

Difficulty:
•

The difficulty of walks shows a definite seasonal
trend, the inverse of temperature.

•

The activities programme has the lower grade
walks in summer averaging 3.3 out of 10
difficulty (S111 = 0, X333E = 10).

•

The activities programme is 30% harder in
winter with walks averaging 4.3 / 10.

Summer walks are not always hot:
white Christmas day on the Main
Range of the Snowy Mountains

2016 May SBW Magazine
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2015. That leaves only the individual entry fee
for you to pay ($27.50/person).
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NavShield
is a bush navigation event organised
47
on the first weekend of July by the Bushwalkers
77
Wilderness Rescue Squad
(BWRS). It follows the
75
format of a rogaine during which participants seek
Yen
go
to score 46 points in the
time by visiting
Crallowed
eek
checkpoints scattered over a course expanding to
up to 100 km2. NavShield offers a one day event
84 and
a two day event for teams of two to six members.
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As often this year’s45event
will take place in an area
45
rarely visited by SBW which exact location will be
revealed a week
before the event. Being the main
00
course setter I can already tell you that I would not
travel more than three
hours to set a course. Why
44
participating in NavShield:
3/12/2014
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A dozen checkpoints (a third of the total) were
40
set by a 3.5-year-old
girl so any club member
Mount
Yengo
should be able to find a few.

Road and track information displayed in State Forest Areas on this map was supplied by
Forests NSW.
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and develop
navigation skills. That
means
being
safer
when
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going on walks even those led by others. It also
1 June you’ll
2015
means
be more confident in planning your
own
exploratory
walks.
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It is a DIY bushwalk. Take it easy or go for the
gong it is all up to you: you are your own leader
with the safeguard43of bushrangers patrolling the
course and three radio checkpoints to report to.
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Moist Panties on the Shoalhaven
Bill Raffle

John Flint and I patiently waited whilst sipping our
decaf soy lattes in the toasty warm coffee shop at
the meeting point. Around 15 minutes after the
agreed time we stuck our heads outside to see the
others standing in the cold - oops!
It was great as always to see our leader Melinda
Turner and also Michael and Gilda Floyd who seemed
like old friends even though I had only walked with
them once before.
After complimenting Michael on the slippers he was
wearing and questioning why they weren’t pink we
asked Michael and Gilda whether they had brought
their donga.
Gilda informed us that whilst the donga was nice
and big it didn’t seem to perform as well in the
colder weather and so they had opted for the tent.
I knew we were in for a good weekend!
By the way, a donga is apparently the brand name
of a British military tarp that Gilda and Michael had
taken on Melinda’s overnight Colo trip.
After admiring the spectacular view at the start of
the walk we made our way down Badgerys spur and
had our first crossing of the beautiful Shoalhaven
river. With the river licking the bottoms of our packs
it wasn’t long before someone announced that it
was moist panties all around.

morning tea. Our comments about their sharing
and caring attitude were quickly dismissed with well
deserved abuse for us going off on our own.
As we continued chatting on our way to Canoe Flats
it occurred to us that we had misplaced Michael so
we stopped next to a beautiful part of the river and
had another morning tea on a sandy little beach in
the sun. We then decided Michael must have gone
ahead and this was confirmed when we found a
large timber arrow in the sand pointing straight out
into a deep section of water. Michael was in fact
waiting just out of sight and after giving him some
grief for his efforts we proceeded to a better section
of water to cross.
After a very pleasant walk along a lovely section
of river we found a flat sandy campsite next to the
river with an excellent view. A couple of us explored
further up and found an even better spot but by that
time our credibility was so shot that no one believed
that we had found anything and so we stayed put.
Happy hour produced salmon, blue cheese,
anchovies on crackers and sweet potato chips and
the mains were of similar standard. Unfortunately
Melinda’s steak with asparagus somewhat blemished
her lightweight credentials.
The campfire bought out the best in us all as usual.  
A series of helpful suggestions about how to run the
club were offered.
I took particular delight when Gilda asked John
some questions about club statistics (the answers to
which were all in his most recent Presidents Report
in the newsletter) and when Melinda asked a similar
question later, the gloves were off. John decided that
he should run a quiz at the end of the year based
upon the information in the President’s reports and
that there should be a prize. We suggested that
there only needed to be one question in the quiz “Has anyone ever read the President’s Report?”.

John and I were first across the river and we
immediately made a strong decision to bash our
way about 50 metres down the river bank to cast a
few fishing lures into an inviting rapid. In a double
bonus we had no luck with the fish and no luck with
finding our fellow walkers who had gone past us
further up the river bank. Oh well - after a bit of
backtracking and then racing along we found them
all laughing and joking next to the river enjoying
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Our leader Melinda seemed to be getting off easily
so it was decided she should reinstate the “Who’s
up who” column in the magazine and we all agreed
that an “Ask Melinda” column could be added to take
questions of a personal nature. Great amusement
was had providing example questions to Melinda
who provided appropriate answers.
I didn’t escape. Having promised everyone fish for
dinner, catching nothing and saying there must have
been something wrong with the river, everyone
seemed quite happy to emphasise when every fish
jumped in the river in front of us.
Conversation moved to the Lithgow Ironfest festival
(as it tends to do) and we decided that there would
be strong demand for a steam punk contingent
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from SBW next year. All applicants please feel free
to post pictures of yourselves on the SBW Facebook
page.
Discussion, lubricated by Michael’s Rye Whiskey,
soon moved to politics and if Trump gets elected
John suggested that he put in a call, President to
President, to congratulate Donald on his hairstyle.

the meat. Melinda unkindly suggested I should be
fed garlic and onion the night before to help with the
flavour and Gilda said how unimpressed she was
with the discussion but did admit that her mouth
was watering.
We moved on and avoided a moist panty episode
over about a 5 metre stretch of river by spending
half an hour climbing over an interesting rock face
which we all decided was a lot of fun.
No escaping the river for our last couple of crossings
and on the final one Melinda was lucky enough to
locate a slippery log which she handled expertly.
Before heading back up the spur Michael stopped to

Off to bed and the alarm clocks were set for 3 am
for the forecast meteor shower. I eagerly awoke to
find a spectacular blanket of thick cloud cover.
I woke again at 6:30 am to the soothing soft pitter
patter sound of rain landing on my face - there are
times when I just love my bivvy bag. A quick pack
up allowed me to rustle a few plastic bags and wake
up the others before moving to a politically incorrect
breakfast session around Michael’s morning fire
which was spied upon by a huge black billy goat.
On the walk back we saw that a dead wombat we
had spotted the previous day had been dragged
about 10 metres up the hill. I mentioned that this
made me a bit nervous about sleeping in my bivvy
bag to which John suggested that if the bivvy bag
was dragged far enough up the hill it could then be
rolled down over the rocks which would tenderise

pick up some tin cans that had been left in a well
used fireplace. Nothing like a bit of extra weight for
the climb out.
Goodbyes were said and after almost turning into
oncoming traffic on the Hume highway we were on
our way. My questionable navigation is not limited
to the bush.
A big thank you to our leader Melinda for a fantastic
weekend with a great group of old and new SBW
mates.

Have you seen the latest Colong
Foundation Bulletin?
If not, you can download it from the
Colong Foundation website at:
www.colongwilderness.org.au
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Walks and Activities Report
Emmanuelle Convert
Leaders: After the activity, reports must be submitted via the online form. If your walk is cancelled, please
send a brief email advising the same to walksreporting@sbw.org.au. Keep the signature sheet as this is a
legal document. If you want your report to be published as an article email the report and any photos (jpeg
or tiff format) to editor@sbw. org.au.
You can also send one or two photos to the editor for inclusion in the walk reporting section of the magazine.

1 Apr 2016

Cliffs of Koopartoo

Wollemi NP

Yuri Bolotin
Ian Starkey
Daryl Watson
Visitor
Chris Brown

1 - 4 Apr 2016

Coolana bush care

Morton NP, Coolana

On Friday 1st April Phil and Barry started working on improving the road clearances down the 4x4 track towards the shelter shed, this enterprise kept them
busy for the next three days. A six wheel drive vehicle with a pump out unit
mounted on the back has been organised by Stephen Dolphin to pump out the
toilet chamber, this will allow Stephen to move the chamber and effect repairs
to the support base of the toilet.
Rick started work pulling star posts out on the camping flat and was assisted
by Glenn on Saturday. On Friday afternoon, Water NSW officer Jacob Adams
attended to discuss weed control along the Western Distributor Track. On Sunday, Bill and Rick mowed weeds on the Eastern Flat using the mowers with the
catchers attached. Glenn and Don pulled out and cut and pasted tobacco on
both the flats. Helen and George came on Saturday afternoon to return books
and have dinner with us. It was a very happy camp which was packed up in
light drizzle on Monday morning.
2 Apr 2016 Illawarra Escarpment SCA - South Coast WalkIllawarra escarpment state conservation area
The walk was a easy one on a warn to hot day.

Don Finch
Phil Butt
Barry Wallace
Rick Angel
Glenn Draper
Helen Gray
George Gray
Bill Holland

Peter Marshall
Roger Browne
Joann McLachlan
P Members
Dave Harter
Alexa Bullen
Gouin Kanchaule
Aaron Smith
Visitors
Linda Hager
Helen Plowman

2 Apr 2016

Blue Gum Forest

Tim Sutherland

Blue Mountains NP

A short walk through the lovely trees. No dramas.The climb up Perrys doesn't
change!

Owen Kimberley
Michele Powell
Andrew Vilder
Michelle Rose
Petros Nickoudis
Virginia Waller
Joan Chan
P Members
Richard Pearson
Gareth McMahon

2 Apr 2016

Nigel Weaver

Griffiths CircuitBarren Grounds Nature Reserve

This walk is on a high plateau atop the escarpments south-west of Wollongong.
We enjoyed fabulous views of the countryside below us from the lookout at
Cooks Nose, from Saddleback Trig, and from Illawarra Lookout from where we
could see Kiama and right along the Illawarra coastline. We had a lovely lunch
spot by a babbling brook with lovely large pools upstream and downstream. A
very scenic day out.

Rosemary
MacDougal
P Members
Andrew Price
Jonathan Griswold
Gemma Kovaloff
Susan Baar
Robert Carter

2 - 3 Apr 2016
Six Foot Track (Overnight)Blue Mountains NP, KanangraBoyd NP, Jenolan Karst NP
Near perfect weather for this long distance walk with a few challenging ups
and downs. Our walk commenced from Explorers Tree and followed the Six
Foot Track to Jenolan Caves with an overnight camp on Black Range requiring
a water carry up the final 450m ascent from Little River.
The walking group had a mix of experience and enthusiasm however engaged
well throughout with a lot of support when those tired legs kicked in just before
camp. However all was soon forgotten when we kicked-off Happy Hour and the
stories commenced !

Martyne Preston
Anthea Michaelis
Margot Bull
Don Andrews
Stephen Dolphin
P Member
Jo Daly

The end of daylight savings played a little havoc with our departure time from
camp however we were settled in at Jenolan Caves with an assortment of fast
foods and beers well before our transport departure time – great service once
again provided by the folk at Blue Mountains Trolley Tours.
Congratulations to Jo Daly on completing her overnight Q-walk and putting in
a big effort throughout the walk. Also thanks to Martyne who put in a special
request for this walk.
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5 - 6 Apr 2016

Kanangra Walls to the Kowmung

Kanangra-Boyd NP

Seven people for a mid-week overnighter! Amazing! With several Kanangra
veterans on hand to do the navigating, route finding went smoothly. It had
rained heavily in Sydney, and the pools in the rock ledges around the Tops
had fresh rainwater in them. But things turned very dry as we started down
Brumby Ridge, and there wasn't much water in the Kowmung. Stanley said he
had never seen the river so low.
The weather was fine, and very warm. We delayed starting our campfire, because we were too hot!

Leigh McClintock
Jade Chang
Tony Marshall
Glenn Draper
David Bell
Stanley Wong
P Member
Allie Fenton

It was great to see Tony Marshall making a comeback to club walking after a
considerable layoff. Congratulations to the two newest members, Allie Fenton
and Jade Chang. Both of them managed the long climb out without ever running short of breath or even a bead of perspiration on the brow.
7 Apr 2016

South of Minotaur Lair

Wollemi NP

Yuri Bolotin
Ian Starkey
Daryl Watson

9 Apr 2016

Wild Dogs #2

Blue Mountains NP

A perfect day for a stroll in the Wild Dogs! It is evident that we are moving into
the cooler weather as there were 12 reserves for this walk. For many of the
group this was their first experience in this area and the views from the top of
Blackhorse Ridge were crystal clear and set to impress.
Plenty of stinging nettles and leeches during our descent via Carlons Creek
however a nice walk in the cool of the morning. Everyone did very well during
our ascent of Backhorse Ridge with a couple of briefs stops to regroup and take
in the views.
We decided on an unplanned side trip to Mobbs Soak for an extended lunch
and to check water availability – not much except for a pool just upstream from
the camp cave beyond the big rock. The pools we accessed 3 weeks ago were
bone dry.

Robert Carter
Michelle Rose
Petros Nikoloudis
Paul Notholt
Melanie Freer
Susan Healey
P Members
Sam Palfreyman
Peter Kunda
David Pender

Congratulations to David Pender, Peter Kunda and Sam Palfreyman on completing their Q-walk.

Can’t think of a walk to lead?
There are well over 1,000 overnight and extended trips outlined in the Historical Walks Database,
found by logging in to the Members Area on our website and following the link to Historical
Walks Record
www.sbw.org.au
Here you will find a list of all the overnight or extended walks run by the club from its inception
to the present day. Look at the region you are interested in and see what walks have been done
there in the past!
Use this wonderful resource to help plan your next walk!
2016 May SBW Magazine
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9 Apr 2016

Moore and Plain Cks

Paul Barton

Morton NP

The last kilometre of Plain Creek is open and has large platforms to walk along
with small waterfalls to scramble down. It is a lovely area although it was relatively dry and would be a gem after some decent rain. The section of Moore
Ck below the junction with Plain Ck is also a great spot. A large curving and
deep overhang below a 4 metre waterfall is worth seeing however we chose to
camp on the rock platforms above the fall. Overall a lovely area but use aerial
photographs to pick your route into Plain Creek carefully as there is some horrendous heath containing painful hakea to get through.

Alex Allchin
Tim Hager
Neil Hickson
Lucy Keatinge
Angela Beveridge
Genevieve Saville
Melinda Turner

Photos by Genevieve Saville

10 Apr 2016

Nellies Glen and Devils Hole

Nigel Weaver

Blue Mountains NP

We made our way from Katoomba via the old Catalina Park raceway, and followed a foot track through the pretty woodland at Bonnie Doon until arriving
at the great lookout at the top of Nellies Glen. From here we enjoyed a fabulous view of Megalong Valley, the walls of Narrow Neck, part of the Wild Dogs,
and all the way to Mt Cloudmaker on the horizon. We then steeply descended
Nellies Glen, and took our lunch by a small brook in Megalong Valley. We then
followed the steep foot track that goes up to the base of Devils Hole. This foot
track had much leaf litter and long strands of bark on it, which made it slippery
in places, and implied that it is not used very much. We then did the rough and
steep ascent of Devils Hole, which would be about 100 meters long, and varies
from about 5 meters to 10 meters in width. At the top we enjoyed further great
views from a rocky lookout before making our way through Katoomba Park up
to the station to finish off a sometimes rough but very scenic and enjoyable
walk. (Photos by Rachele Rugiero.)
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Chris Dowling
Lisa Sheldon
Jim Collier
Carley Finn
Michael Barton
Angela Barton
Alexandra Lazar
Scott Lee
Roger Browne
Karen Kool
P Member
Rachele Rugiero
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12 Apr 2016
ley Regional Park

Hornsby to BerowraKu-ring-gai Chase NP, Berowra Val-

Despite the heavy rain in some parts of the city during the early hours it appeared none had fallen in our walking area and we had a near perfect day for
walking with the sun poking its head out on the final ascent to Berowra. Plenty
of brightly coloured fungi along the track however not much wildlife except for
a solitary Lyre Bird and flocks of Cockatoos.
An enthusiastic group and a brisk pace set saw us complete the walk by 1.30
pm and a cold beer awaited !
16 Apr 2016

Pagoda MazeBen Bullen SF, Gardens of Stone NP

Robert Carter
Anthea Michaelis
John Kennett
Gordon Jagger
Margaret Rozea
P Member
Bruce Worthington

Yuri Bolotin
Graham Conden
Damon da Costa
David Chan
P Members
Emily Deck
Ochre Lawson
Visitor
Nathalie Scholtz

16 Apr 2016

Morning Bay Creek

Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

A relatively short walk with a great variety of walking conditions. The last section bush bashing through thick scrub to reach Bairne proved to the hardest.
Altogether it was a great day out and about in Ku-ring-gai

Bruno De Villenoisy
Ewa Borowiec
Jim Collier
Carley Finn
Meg Kwon
Barbara Laborczfalvi
Petros Nikoloudis
Sally Reynolds
Michelle Rose
Misako Sugiyama
Sue Tiller
Mark Wigley
P Members
Vignesh Manimuthu
Monique Persohn

16 Apr 2016

Fitzroy Falls

Morton NP

2 brand new members. good start to take an easy walk.

Rosetta Lee
P Members
Helen Lygdas
Carina Desouza

Walk updates
Don’t forget to check the Short Notice Activities bulletin for any amendments to the quaterly
program such as changes in walk dates.
Many walks that go into the walks program are planned weeks or months ahead and unforeseen
circumstances can arise in the meantime affecting walk details and dates.
2016 May SBW Magazine
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16 - 17 Apr 2016

Not Bainbrig Creek!

Melinda Turner

Morton NP

Well, we were meant to be going to Bainbrig Creek but RFS was burning off
this area... so we headed for Ettrema instead. Ettrema is ever changing, and
ever challenging! Much fun at our favourite camp site affectionately known as
"Truth About Men".

Stephen Dolphin
Bill Raffle
Mandy Creighton
Calogero Panovino
Elicia O'Reilly
Glenn Draper
Visitor
Wendy Au

16 - 17 Apr 2016

Kanangra NAV101

Don Finch

Kanangra-Boyd NP

After dodging kangaroos on the road from Hartley we arrived at Boyd Crossing
about nine thirty. Tents and fly were put up and preparations for bed made,
a night cap and chat followed until after eleven. On Saturday morning a fire
helped warm cold fingers and as arranged Emma arrived safe and sound to
complete the party of four. A general discussion on map and compass use took
an hour or so and then it was off into the bush with the prospective members
taking turns to lead the party. The camp site at Queen Pin Gully was found
by mid afternoon and the fire started. A bearing taken earlier in the day was
discussed and the cliff on the bearing identified. It rained several time over
Saturday night with about twelve mm of rain falling. Sunday was overcast with
some drizzle and cold. The prospectives again took turns leading the walk and
we arrived back at Boyd Crossing in good order early in the afternoon.

P Members

17 Apr 2016

Nigel Weaver

Mt Kuringai to Berowra

Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

We left Mt Kuring-gai station on a cloudy morning and made our way down to
Appletree Bay by the rarely-used Pipeline Track, which contains steep sections
and a lot of slippery leaf litter. You get a sense of adventure using this track!
At the bottom, we enjoyed lunch by the waterside and then followed the track
alongside Cowan Track that goes northwards to Waratah Bay, where we enjoyed a pleasant rest. It rained along the way. This shoreline track is normally
very pretty and scenic, with some nice places to stop and enjoy the scenery,
but this time the rain showers made this section of the walk less attractive than
normal. From Waratah Bay we did the steep ascent to Berowra under more
rain, which unfortunately brought out the leeches - some of which we found
when we were already on the train! Overall, it was a very pleasant morning but
a not-so-good afternoon.

Jai Kris
Jo Daly
Emma Simpson

Jan Dormor
Michael Barton
Ted Nixon
P Members
Tammy Safi
Priya Singh
Denise Woodcock
Anne-Marie Poirier
Margo Cashman
Lara Hardy
Elizabeth Ryan
Gemma Kovaloff

SBW members are eligible for Free Paddy Pallin Club membership.
Take along the Paddy Pallin ad in this newsletter and they will honor this offer!
18
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19 Apr 2016

Seven Bridges

Sydney Harbour

Not actually a ‘bush’ walk however an at times picturesque loop of the upper
harbour through a number of hidden suburban areas and parklands including a
diversion to take in the Barangaroo parklands and development site.
The weather was mainly kind with one light shower however we could see
heavy rain falling over the city which luckily missed us as we walked through
Lane Cove.

Robert Carter
Susan Prescott
Anthea Michaelis
John Kennett
Di Bradbury
Paul Notholt
P Member

A good pace was maintained seeing us back at Milsons Point in a tad over 5
hours for a refreshing ale at the Kirribilli Hotel before heading our separate
ways home. No injuries but a few pairs of sore feet !

Bruce Worthington

20 Apr 2016

Robyn Christie

Wentworth Falls Circuit

Blue Mountains NP

A beautiful sunny Autumn day - a fast pace from the station to Conservation
Hut. Being school holidays quite a few people around. Morning Tea at top of
Vera Falls - lunch at base of Lower Wentworth Falls where 3 brave young woman entertained us by going swimming in the very cold water.
At the start of climbing Slacks stairs there were orange fence barriers where
a small landslide had occurred knocking out the railing and a bit of vegetation
on the side.

Margaret Mohandas
Doreen Payne
Visitors
Maureen Carter
David Carter
Kathrine Gloor

Back to Wentworth Falls village by 2.20pm and the regulatory after walk coffee.
22 - 24 Apr 2016Mt Moorilla and the High GangerangBlue Mountains NP,
Kanangra-Boyd NP
The camp site on Mt Moorilla is exposed and can be a challenge if you have a
fly. Mt Bolworra above Dexs Creek provides good views over Ti Willa and beyond.
23 - 24 Apr 2016

Ettrema Creek Exploratory

Morton NP

Krungle Bungle Range

Lucy Keatinge
Karl Miller

Stephen Dolphin
Terry Moss
Grace Love
Peter Love

All was going well till a helicopter was required

23 - 24 Apr 2016

Neil Hickson

Blue Mountains NP

A most enjoyable walk with pleasant company and ideal weather conditions.

Owen Kimberley
Owen Kimberley
Karen Darby
Tony Murphy
Jim Collier
Michele Powell
P Member
Srinivas Gowda

The latest edition of the
Bushwalking NSW magazine is available for
downloaded at:
http://www.bushwalkingnsw.org.au/
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Yuri Bolotin

23 - 25 Apr 2016Mount Coricudgy, Ross Castle and Blackwater CreekWollemi
NP

Ian Thorpe
Melinda Turner
Ian Starkey
Brendon Anderson
Allie Fenton

Photos by Brendon Anderson

23 - 25 Apr 2016

Wild Dogs - Jenolan Creek

Bruno De Villenoisy

Blue Mountains NP

On day 1 we set off around 11am from Carlons Farm and made our way via Tin
Pot Hill to our camping site at the junction of the Coxs River and Jenolan Creek
where we arrived after 3pm. It was a very spacious and well set up site where
we spent two nights in a relaxing atmosphere. On Day 2 just before setting
off for the exploration of our surroundings we came across another SBW party
led by Owen Kimberley who gave us some tips about what was ahead of us
up in Jenolan Creek. After about an hour we reached a pool that was too deep
to cross and we decided to turn back. In the afternoon Valerie stayed around
the camping site and did some weeding whilst the rest of the party explored
a ridge nearby leading up to Scrubbers Hump. Eventually we had to turn back
before we reached the top because we were starting to run out of time to make
it safely back to camp before dark. This rocky section with some exposure
proved to be thrilling and we all decided that it’d be worth returning to the area
on another long weekend to try it again. On day 3 we left camp around 10am
and returned to Carlons Farm just before 4pm via Breakfast Creek and Hobbles
Spurs. It was a great 3 days in Wild Dogs with late starts, relaxing camp site
atmosphere, exciting walking and a few antics from the leader to keep the
party entertained throughout the long weekend.
23 - 26 Apr 2016

Blue Mountains

Alexa Bullen
Valerie Rice
Sue Tiller
P Member
Catherine Myson

David Carmichael

Blue Mountains NP

A fun long weekend with multiple activities and for which the weather was
much better than forecast !

Alan Osland (4 days)
Nicole Mealing (1
day)
Scott Ashurst (2
days)
Sheila Zanan (1 day)
Rod Wales (1 day)
Marcia Kaye (1 day)
Visitors
Sheila Zaman (1
day)
Rory Hentschel (4
days)
David Sweeting (3
days)
Lloyd Egan (1 day)
Sandra Egan (1 day)
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24 Apr 2016

Croft Trig

Dharug NP

The party set off on Oyster Shell Road in good spirits and were quickly over
the initial hurdles (some locked gates), spotting a lyrebird and a wallaby en
route. At a particularly nice little copse of trees it was time to don gloves and
gaiters and start climbing. As we gained elevation the vegetation thinned and
we passed through some attractive rock outcrops.
Upon reaching the ridge we veered to the west. This was very nice walking
along a ridge that narrowed down to around 10 metres in width in places with
views out to the north and south. We arrived at Croft Trig for an early lunch.
Croft is quite well preserved, with mast and vanes intact. Whilst we fed we
discovered that some had been feeding on us, and it was time for a group
leech-check.

Geoff Goodyer
John Kennett
P Members
Vaasugi Velmurugu
Gouri Venigalla
Michael McNelis

After lunch we continued along the ridges, heading north then east, until it was
time to look for an exit-point and a descent to Simpsons Track. This proved
difficult to find and the choice of route was “interesting”, requiring some concerted bum-sliding and plenty of verbal encouragement from John. The day
ended with a cup of tea/coffee and almond horseshoe biscuits in good company
at Peats Ridge.

24 - 25 Apr 2016

Wild Dogs

Blue Mountains NP

It was misty and foggy in the morning as we met at Dunphys Camp Ground and
had trouble finding a spot to park the car. Tom Brennan joined us as an unofficial walker. The party set off with many other walkers heading to Splendor
Rock for ANZAC Day. The weather fined up and it was fun meeting so many
other people. There were walkers from many clubs and organisations including
several SBW walkers. Once the ANZAC service was over we had breakfast and
headed back to the cars. A very enjoyable weekend with great company.
Many thanks to Mike and Peter who helped carry 12L of water to Splendor Rock
the Monday before our Anzac weekend.
24 - 26 Apr 2016Kanangra & Whalania Creeks - Fishing/Reading KanangraBoyd NP
And now for something we don't do a lot of in SBW. Stop. Stop for longer than
14 hrs to sleep and eat and keep going. For a while I've wanted to spend 2
nights at a really good campsite and relax. Spend time doing absolutely nothing, or fill it (as we did) with fishing, sleeping, yoga, chatting, reading and
cooking. Cooking up some treats were in store and my pack weight at 16kgs
was the clue to what was in store. Bacon and eggs for breakfast, chocolate cake
(cooked on the coals) from Sonya Mulsimmers new Xtreme Gourmet cookbook
(she lives in Hazelbrook) and then brekky on day 3 half way up Mt Paralyser
with traditional Doughboys cooked on the coals with Nutella! Yum. Taking time
to be, taking time to listen to the wilderness and to each other. A wonderful
long weekend in World Heritage and actually 'being' in these places that we
love so much. Not an 'easy' walk in or out, taking in 2 of the 3 Peaks of the
area, ensured that the baked goods were energy that was used. A great surprise to see Alex Allchin appear magically through the night on his way to the
Splendour Rock Dawn Service...via the 3 peaks. He didn't hang around for long
and amazingly refused freshly cooked bacon, before heading off for Paralyser.

Angela Barton
Cathy Hoare
David Trinder
Mindy Gu
Karen Kool
Lisa Sheldon
Glenn Draper
P Members
Winnie Chui
Jenny Lian
Caro Ryan
Bill Raffle
Frances Bottrell
John Currie
Anne-Marie Currie

There will definitely be more of these types of walks on the program by me,
giving time for rest in our busy lives.
29 Apr 2016

Cathedral Canyon and Ravines N

Wollemi NP

Yuri Bolotin
Daryl Watson
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30 Apr 2016

The Convict and the Dingo

John Kennett

Yengo NP

Occasional light showers did not mar a nice day out, while the view from Lockyer Trig seemed to be enhanced rather than limited by mist over the distant
hills and Mount Yengo. The Dingo and Horned thing Cave was brilliant. The only
near casualty of the day occurred when opening the visitors book at the cave.
A mouse jumped out, resulting in more shrieks and general havoc than a snake
would have caused.

David Angell
Alexa Bullen
Glenn Draper
Suzanne Gapps
Owen Kimberly
Kin Lee
Catharina Muller
Penny Pang
Michelle Powell
Lynette Preston
Sally Reynolds
Genevieve Savill
Sue Tiller
Mark Wigley
Tim Yewdall
P Members
Gouri Venigalla
Clare Williams

30 - 1 May 2016

Little Blue Gum camp

Tim Sutherland

Blue Mountains NP

Gary O'Toole

A really pleasant weekend !
4 groups at Junction Rock, and more at Arcadia Flats. Little Blue Gum was
lovely
Usual tough climb up Perrys with overnight packs was a delight for us all
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P Members
Clair Bradford
Bruce Worthington
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